
The Ultimate Guide to Privacy and
Protection: Choosing the Right Fence
Screens for Your Needs with Midwest
Cover
Are you looking for the perfect fence screen to ensure privacy and protection for your property?
Look no further than Midwest Cover! As the leading provider of top-quality fence screens,
Midwest Cover offers unmatched solutions tailored to your specific needs. With their wide range
of products and expertise, you can trust them to help you make the right choice.

The Importance of Privacy and Protection
Privacy and protection are essential aspects of any property, whether it's your home, business,
or recreational area. We all value our privacy and want to feel secure in our own space. A fence
screen can provide the necessary privacy and protection while enhancing the overall aesthetics
of your property.

Privacy is crucial for homes, especially those located in densely populated areas. It allows you
to enjoy your outdoor space without worrying about prying eyes. Additionally, a fence screen
can act as a barrier against unwanted intruders, adding an extra layer of security to your
property.

In commercial settings, privacy and protection are equally important. From construction sites to
sports fields, a fence screen can prevent unauthorized access and safeguard valuable
equipment. It can also create a professional and organized appearance, enhancing the overall
image of your business.

Understanding Fence Screens
A fence screen, also known as a privacy screen or windscreen, is a mesh-like material designed
to be attached to fences or other structures. It serves multiple purposes, including privacy, wind
protection, shade, and dust control. Fence screens are available in various materials, sizes, and
colors, allowing you to choose the perfect one for your needs.

The primary function of a fence screen is to provide privacy by obstructing the view from
outside. It allows you to enjoy your outdoor space without feeling exposed to neighbors or



passersby. Fence screens are also effective in reducing noise pollution, creating a more
peaceful environment.

In addition to privacy, fence screens can protect against harsh weather conditions. They act as a
windbreak, reducing the impact of strong winds on your property. Some fence screens are also
designed to provide shade, blocking harmful UV rays and keeping your outdoor space cool and
comfortable.

Factors to Consider When Choosing Fence Screens
When selecting a fence screen, there are several factors to consider to ensure you choose the
right one for your needs. By evaluating these factors, you can make an informed decision and
find a fence screen that meets your requirements.

● Material: Fence screens are available in a variety of materials, including vinyl, polyester,
and polyethylene. Each material has its own advantages and suitability for different
applications.

● Density: The density of a fence screen refers to the degree of visibility it allows. A higher
density screen provides greater privacy but may restrict airflow and natural light.
Consider the level of privacy you require and balance it with your desire for visibility and
natural elements.

● Size: Measure your fence accurately to determine the dimensions of the fence screen
you need. Midwest Cover offers customizable options to ensure a perfect fit for your
specific fence.

● Color: Choose a color that complements your property's aesthetic. Fence screens are
available in a wide range of colors, allowing you to match or contrast with your existing
outdoor decor.

● Durability: Consider the durability of the fence screen, especially if it will be exposed to
harsh weather conditions. Midwest Cover's fence screens are designed to withstand
wind, rain, and UV rays, ensuring long-lasting performance.

Different Types of Fence Screens
Fence screens come in various types, each with its own unique features and benefits.
Understanding the different types can help you make an informed decision when choosing the
right fence screen for your needs.

● Standard Fence Screens: These are the most common type of fence screens and offer
basic privacy and protection. They are available in different materials, colors, and
densities to suit various applications.

● Printed Fence Screens: If you want to add a personal touch or promote your brand,
printed fence screens are a great option. Midwest Cover offers custom printing on fence
screens, allowing you to display logos, artwork, or any other design you desire.



● Windscreen Fence Screens: Designed specifically for windy areas, windscreen fence
screens provide enhanced wind protection while still offering privacy. They are made
with a more open weave pattern that allows wind to pass through, reducing the risk of
damage to the screen and the fence.

● Athletic Fence Screens: These fence screens are designed for sports facilities and
athletic fields. They not only provide privacy but also act as a backdrop for branding and
advertising. Midwest Cover offers athletic fence screens that meet the specific
requirements of sports organizations.

● Construction Fence Screens: Construction sites often require privacy and protection.
Construction fence screens are designed to withstand the rigors of construction
environments while providing a barrier against unauthorized access and dust control.

Benefits of Using Midwest Cover Fence Screens
Midwest Cover stands out as a leading provider of fence screens for a reason. Their products
offer numerous benefits that make them the ultimate choice for privacy and protection solutions.

● Quality Materials: Midwest Cover uses only the highest quality materials in the
manufacturing of their fence screens. This ensures durability, longevity, and resistance to
environmental factors such as wind and UV rays.

● Customization Options: Midwest Cover understands that every property is unique. That's
why they offer customization options that allow you to add your own personal touch to
your fence screen. Whether it's custom printing or specific size requirements, Midwest
Cover can accommodate your needs.

● Expert Craftsmanship: With years of experience in the industry, Midwest Cover brings
expertise and craftsmanship to every fence screen they produce. Their attention to detail
and commitment to quality ensure that you receive a product that meets your
expectations.

● Versatility: Midwest Cover provides fence screen solutions for a wide range of
applications. Whether you need privacy for your home, protection for your business, or
branding for your sports facility, Midwest Cover has you covered.

● Exceptional Customer Service: Midwest Cover prides itself on its exceptional customer
service. Their team of experts is available to assist you in choosing the right fence
screen for your needs, answering any questions you may have, and ensuring your
satisfaction throughout the process.

How to Measure and Install Fence Screens
Measuring and installing a fence screen may seem daunting, but with the right guidance, it can
be a straightforward process. Here's a step-by-step guide to help you measure and install your
Midwest Cover fence screen.



● Measure: Start by measuring the length and height of your fence accurately. Midwest
Cover offers custom sizing, so provide the exact measurements to ensure a perfect fit.

● Prepare the Fence: Clean the fence thoroughly to ensure proper adhesion of the fence
screen. Remove any dirt, debris, or loose paint. If necessary, repair any damaged areas
before proceeding.

● Attach the Fence Screen: If you have a grommeted fence screen, align the grommets
with the corresponding points on the fence and use zip ties or bungee cords to secure
the screen in place. For fence screens without grommets, use a fence screen fastener
system provided by Midwest Cover for a secure installation.

● Check and Adjust: Once the fence screen is installed, check for any wrinkles, sagging, or
misalignment. Adjust as necessary to ensure a smooth and uniform appearance.

Maintenance and Care Tips for Fence Screens
To ensure the longevity and performance of your fence screen, proper maintenance and care
are essential. Here are some tips to help you keep your Midwest Cover fence screen in top
condition.

● Regular Cleaning: Regularly clean your fence screen to remove dirt, dust, and debris.
Use a mild detergent and water solution to gently scrub the surface. Rinse thoroughly
and allow the screen to dry completely before reattaching.

● Inspect for Damage: Regularly inspect your fence screen for any signs of damage, such
as tears or frayed edges. Address any issues promptly to prevent further damage and
ensure continued privacy and protection.

● Remove Snow and Ice: In areas with cold climates, snow and ice can accumulate on
fence screens. Use a soft brush or broom to remove the snow and ice gently. Avoid
using sharp objects that could damage the screen.

● Store Properly: If you need to remove the fence screen temporarily, store it in a clean
and dry area. Roll it up carefully to avoid creasing or damaging the material. Avoid
storing the screen in direct sunlight or extreme temperatures.

Customization Options for Fence Screens
Midwest Cover understands that every property is unique, and personalization is key. They offer
various customization options to ensure your fence screen meets your specific requirements.

● Custom Printing: Midwest Cover can print logos, artwork, or any other design you desire
on your fence screen. This is an excellent option for businesses looking to promote their
brand or homeowners wanting to add a personal touch to their outdoor space.

● Specific Size Requirements: If you have non-standard fence dimensions, Midwest Cover
can create a custom-sized fence screen to ensure a perfect fit. Provide the exact
measurements, and their team will guide you through the process.



● Color Options: Midwest Cover offers a wide range of color options for their fence
screens. Choose a color that complements your property's aesthetic or matches your
branding requirements.

Conclusion: Enhancing Privacy and Protection with
Midwest Cover Fence Screens
When it comes to privacy and protection, choosing the right fence screen is crucial. Midwest
Cover offers unmatched solutions tailored to your specific needs, with a wide range of products
and customization options. Their commitment to quality, durability, and customer satisfaction
sets them apart as the ultimate choice in privacy and protection solutions.

Don't compromise on privacy and protection - choose Midwest Cover for all your fence screen
needs. With their expertise, quality materials, and exceptional customer service, you can trust
them to deliver a fence screen that not only enhances your privacy but also withstands the test
of time. Experience the Midwest Cover difference and enjoy the peace of mind that comes with
superior privacy and protection.


